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We consider double cosine and sine series whose coefficients form a null sequence 
of bounded variation. In this case, a double cosine (or sine) series converges to a 
function f(x, y) (or g(x, y), respectively). The convergence can be understood even 
in the regular sense introduced by Hardy, and this implies convergence in 
Pringsheim’s sense, too. We give sufftcient conditions under which f(x, y)/sp and 
g(x, y) are integrable on [0, z] x [0, s] in the sense of improper Riemann integral. 
We conjecture that these conditions are essentially necessary. Our results are 
the extensions of those by R. P. Boas from one-dimensional to two-dimensional 
trigonometric series. $? 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {ujk} be a double sequence of real numbers such that 
%,k -+ 0 as j+k--nc, (1.1) 
and 
(1.2) 
where j, k run over either 0, 1, . . . or 1, 2, . . . independently of one another. 
Here 
We also use the notations 
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Under conditions (1.1) and (1.2), the double cosine series 
f f Ajluka,k cos jx cos ky = f (x, y), 
/=O k=O 
(1.3) 
where i, = i and %, = 1 for j 3 1, converges for all 0 < X, 1~ Q 7c ; while the 
double sine series 
c alk sin jx sin ky = g(x, y) 
,=I k=l 
(1.4) 
converges for all X, y. The pointwise convergence in (1.3) and (1.4) is 
meant in Pringsheim’s sense. (See, e.g., [6, Vol. 2, Chap. 171.) Even more 
is true: the series in ( 1.3) and (1.4) converge regularly. Concerning the 
notion of regular convergence, we refer the reader to [Z] and also [3]. As 
to the proof of regular convergence of series (1.3) and (1.4) under condi- 
tions (1.1) and (1.2), see [4] where proof is carried out in the case of the 
complex trigonometric system. 
In the sequel, we denote by Q = [0, rc] x [0, x] the positive quadrant of 
the two-dimensional torus. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We have proved in [S] the following theorems on the integrability of 
series (1.3) and (1.4). 
THEOREM A. If conditions (1 .l ) and (1.2) are satisfied, then 
(i) f is integrable on Q in the sense of improper Riemann integral, and 
(ii) series (1.3) is the Fourier series off in the same sense. 
Concerning the integrability of series (1.4), we restricted ourselves to the 
particular case 
A I I afk 2 0 (j, k = 1, 2, . ..). (2.1) 
THEOREM B. If conditions (1.1) and (2.1) are satisfied, then g is 
integrable on Q in the sense of improper Riemann integral if and only if 
(2.2) 
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We note that under conditions (1.1) and (1.2) g(x) sinjx sin ky is 
continuous for all j, k = 1, 2, . . . and series (1.4) is the generalized Fourier 
sine series of g (according to the terminology in [6, Vol. 1, p. 481). 
Since (1.1) and (2.1) imply that 
aJk 3 O, d,oajk30, d,,ajk 30 (j, k = 1, 2, . ..). 
Theorem B has a limited scope of applications. In this paper, we treat the 
problem of the integrability of g in the general case. However, we have to 
assume a stronger condition than (1.2), namely 
Our main result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 1. If conditions ( 1.1) and (2.3) are satisfied and the series 
,g, ,gyg 
converges regularly, (2.4) 
then the improper integral 
lim s ’ l.i Ax, Y) dx 4 exists. &cl0 d i: (2.5) 
Remark 1. We raise two problems in connection with Theorem 1. 
(i) As a by-product of the proof of Theorem 1, we can conclude 
(cf. (4.2), (4.3), (4.11), and (4.16) below) that 
Cl/al Cl/&l 
g(x, y) dx dy - C C + (1 - cosjn)( 1 - cos kn) 
i=, k=, /k 
= 0, 
where [u] denotes the greatest integral part of U. This makes it plausible 
that condition (2.4) is not only sufficient but also necessary for the fulfill- 
ment of (2.5). However, we are unable to present a rigorous proof of this 
reasonable conjecture. 
We emphasize that the conditions in Theorem 1 imply more than (2.5). 
To go into details, we consider the so-called “row” series (i.e., when k is 
fixed and delete sin ICJJ in series (1.4)) 
f a,k sin jx = gk(x) 
j= I 
(k = 1, 2, . ..) (2.6) 
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and “column” series 
f a,sinky=hi(y) (j=1,2,...). 
k=l 
(2.7) 
The pointwise convergence of series in (2.6) and (2.7) follows from the fact 
that the single sequences {a,, :j= 1,2, . ..} and (cI,~ :k = 1,2, . ..) are null 
sequences of bounded variation for each fixed k or j, respectively, due to 
(1.1) and (1.2). By virtue of the corresponding one-dimensional result of 
Boas [l], 
lim n s gk(x) dx exists (2.8) 610 6 
if and only if 
converges (k = 1, 2, . ..). 
and similarly, 
lim c1o i’ ?; h(y) dY exists (2.9) 
if and only if 
k:,? converges (j= 1, 2, . ..). 
Since the regular convergence of series (2.4) implies the convergence of its 
rows and columns, we can conclude (2.8) and (2.9) (together with (2.5)) 
from the conditions in Theorem 1. 
Thus, it is quite natural to assume the fulfillment of (2.8) and (2.9) 
together with that of (2.5) when we try to prove the converse implication 
in Theorem 1. Then, by the one-dimensional result of Boas [1] mentioned 
above it follows that each row and each column of series (2.4) must con- 
verge. It remains only to prove the convergence of the series in (2.4) in 
Pringsheim’s sense. But at this point we are unable to proceed. 
(ii) It is also an open problem whether the logarithmic factor in con- 
dition (2.3) is essential for the validity of Theorem 1 or not. In a weaker 
version of this problem, we may ask if there exists a double sequence (u,~ > 
such that conditions (l.l), ( 1.2), and (2.4) are satisfied, but (2.5) fails. By 
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Theorem B, if the alk are of constant sign, then {a+} cannot be taken as 
a counterexample. 
The integrability of g(x, y)/xy was also settled in [4] in case the series 
(1.4) which defines g converges absolutely. 
THEOREM C. 1' 
then the improper integral 
lim x SJ 
ng(4 Y) - dx dy exists. 
ii.&10 a c xy 
In this paper, we will deal with the more intricate question of the 
integrability off(x, y)/xy. Owing to (2.3), we have to assume that 
f lajkl In(max(.j, k) + 2) < co, 
,=O k=O 
(2.10) 
a stronger condition than the absolute convergence of series (1.3) which 
delinesf: 
It is easy to obtain natural preassumptions. Iff(x, y)/xy is integrable on 
Q in the sense of improper Riemann integral, then we have necessarily 
f(x, 0) = 0 and f(O, Y I= 0 
for all x and y, respectively. Since 
f’(x, 0) = f ” j=. 4 ($, JkUjk) c0s.b 
we conclude that 
kalk - -0 (j=O, l,...), 
k=O 
(2.11) 
Analogously, it follows that 
j!. l,ajk = 0 (k = 0, 1, . ..). (2.12) 
Obviously, (2.11) and (2.12) imply thatf(O, 0) = xTCo C,“=, Rj,?ka,k =O. 
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THEOREM 2. If conditions (2.10)-(2.12) are satisfied and 
converges regularly, (2.13) 
then the improper integral 
n lim 
ii 
= .fk 1)) du dy 
&cl0 6 c .x1’ ’ 
exists. (2.14) 
Remark 2. If we assume the fullillment of (2.10))(2.12), then condition 
(2.13) and the condition that 
31 1 
Jo .Co(m+~)(n+lO),~o k=o 
i i %,i,a,, converges regularly 
are equivalent for any fixed 0 < M, fi < 1. 
Remark 3. We raise two more open problems in connection with 
Theorem 2. 
(iii) We consider the row series 
f jbja.,k cosjx =.fk(x) 
,=o 
(k = 0, 1, . ..) (2.15) 
and column series 
2 %,ajkcosky=e,(y) (j=O, 1, . ..) (2.16) 
k=O 
of the double series (1.3). By virtue of the corresponding one-dimensional 
result of Boas [l] (observe that conditions (2.11) and (2.12) are essential) 
lim =fkodx 
1 
exists (2.17) 
610 6 x 
if and only if 
converges (k = 0, 1, . ..). 
and similarly, 
lim - 
I 
ne,bldy exists 
&lo L y 
(2.18) 
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if and only if 
converges (j = 0, 1, . ..). 
Since the regular convergence of series (2.13) implies the convergence of its 
rows and columns, the conditions of Theorem 2 actually imply the fulfill- 
ment of (2.17) and (2.18), too. 
Now, if we want to prove the necessity of condition (2.13), it is 
appropriate to start with the assumption of conditions (2.14), (2.17), and 
(2.18). Again, we can immediately deduce the convergence of each row and 
column of series (2.13). But we are unable to infer the convergence of the 
series in (2.13) in Pringsheim’s sense. 
(iv) It is also an open problem whether the logarithmic factor in 
(2.10) is essential for the validity of Theorem 2 or not. (Cf. (ii) in 
Remark 1.) 
On closing, we note that Theorems 1 and 2 can be considered as the 
extensions of the corresponding theorems of Boas [ 1 ] from one-dimen- 
sional to two-dimensional trigonometric series. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
We need live lemmas. 
Let {b, : j= 0, 1, . ..} and {c,} be sequences of real numbers. 
LEMMA 1 (known). Ifc,>O (j=O, I,...) and 
then 
Next, let {bjk: j, k = 0, 1, . ..} and {cik} be double sequences of real 
numbers. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf cjk > 0 (j, k = 0, 1, . ..) and 
B MN = : 2 b,k (O<m<M,Odn<N), 
., = m k = II 
then 
1 f ii b,,c,,l 
, = ,,I k = ,I 
4c MN max lBm,,n,l if { cjk } is nondecreasing 
in j and k, and A,, cjk 3 0; 
d 2c,N max lBm,,n,l if { cjk} is nondecreasing 
andA,,cjk<O; 
cm, max I B,,,,, I if (cjk} is nonincreasing 
and A , , c;k 3 0; 
where the maximum is extended over m < m, < M and n < n, < N. 
Proof. It is clear if we perform a double summation by parts: 
E 2 bikc,,=Mi’ Nf’BikA,,cik 
.j=m k=n j=m k=n 
M-l N-1 
+ c B,NAuJC,N + c B,,A,,c,,+B,,c,,. 
j=m k = II 
LEMMA 3. rf conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied, then there exist 
sequences {bjk} and { cJk} such that ajk = b,, - cjk, 
b Jk +’ and c.jk + 0 as j+k+co, 
A,,bjk>O and A,, cjk 3 0, 
IbjkI, lCjki d f f lA,,apql. 
p=j y=k 
Remark 4. It follows that bjk 2 0, cJk 2 0, 
Ad’,k>o, Ao,b,30, A,,CjkaO, A,,Cjk>O. 
Proof: It is obvious by setting 
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LEMMA 4. If conditions ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) are satisfied, then { alk/jk } is also 
a null sequence of bounded variation. If conditions (1.1) and (2.3) are 
satisfied, then 
ProoJ It is easy to check that 
-A,lajk ) Aloa,,k+, 
jk jk(k + 1) 
Ao~ aj+ i,k uj+l,k+l 
+j(j+ l)k +j(j+ l)k(k+ 1) 
and the first statement in Lemma 4 is proved in a routine way. 
To prove (3.1), we use the inequality 
IA 10aj,k+ I I d f IA,,& 
y=k+l 
whence, by (1.2), 
Analogously, by (2.3 ), 
(3.1) 
p=2 k=l 
lnp<co 
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and 
Gi;. f 1 f f l~llqx/I 
,=, k=, (J+w(k+l)p=,+, y=k+, 
= f f ,A,,a,,, y y l 
p=2 y=2 ,=, kc, (J+ 1)&k+ 1) 
‘X z 
d C 1 lAllqJ lnp<c;o. 
p=2 y=2 
Now, the proof of (3.1) is complete. 
LEMMA 5. If conditions (1.1) and (2.3) are sati$ed, then the double 
series 
(3.2) 
converges regularly for all 0 < x d n. 
Proqf: We have to prove that, for 0 <xdn, 
S(p,m;q,n)= f i %cosjx 
,zp kzy /k 
(pdm;qdn) 
is arbitrarily small if max(p, q) is large enough. A summation by parts with 
respect to j yields 
Since 
A 
and, for O<xdq 
/po+ 
sin(m + 1/2)x - sin(p- 1/2)x 
2 sin(x/2) 
g 
X’ 
(3.3) 
409,54/2- I? 
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it is enough to see that, by (2.3), 
<2 f f lA,,a,,l In(q+ l)<co, 
p=2 y=l 
and, finally, 
sup f +$, f ; f f /A,,a,,l 
“,>I k=, k=l p=l y=k 
= f f lA,,a,,J i ;<a. 
p=l y=l k=l 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By (2.4), for every q > 0 we can choose n so large that, for all 1 <j, <j, 
and 1 <k,<k,, 
I,:, if max(j,, k,)>n. (4.1) ,Ek 
L 
Fi brl 
By (1.1) and (1.2), series ( 1.4) converges uniformly on each rectangle 
[S, TC] x [E, x] where 0 < 6, E < 7~. Hence 
x n 
1.i Ax, Y) dx 4 6 E 
= ,g, ,z, 2 (cos jS - COS~TC)(COS ke - cos kn). (4.2) 
By Lemma 4, {Ujk/jk} is a null sequence of bounded variation. Thus, the 
series 
cosjxcosky converges 
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for all 0 <x, y < n. Hence (2.5) is satisfied if we prove the existence of the 
limits 
lim f f %cosj6 cos k&, 
6.&10,,1 k=, J 
lim f. f Q cos jS cos kn, 
610i=, k=, jk 
% J; 
lim C a,k C 7 cos jz cos ke. 
'lo,=, kc, J k 
First, we will prove that 
To this effect, let v] > 0 be given and let n be chosen according to (4.1). In 
the sequel, we assume that 0 < 6, E < l/n. Then 
jo= [l/S] >n and k,= [l/E] an. (4.4) 
We decompose the double sums in (4.3) as follows 
n-l n-1 c z+f ;+y ~+~y 
,=l k=l J=” k=,, j=l k=n j=n k=l 
+i: iT:+F f+f. a/k cos jd cos ke 
J=J(,+l k=k,,+l ,=I k=kg+l J=Jo+l k=l .ik 
=s,+s,+ “’ +s,, say; 
and 
=T,+T,+T,+T,, say. 
Clearly, 
n--l “-la, 
T,-S1= c c g(l-cosj6coske)-+O 
J=~ k=,Jk 
(4.5) 
as 6, E JO provided n is fixed. 
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Applying Lemma 2 with c,~ = 1 - cosjS cos ke (observe that d 11 elk < 0 
for 1 <j<j, and 1 d k d k,) and using (4.1) we obtain that 
IT,-S,I <2(1-cos’l) 
<2(1 -cos2 l)r] (4.6) 
which is small with ?I. In a similar way, 
IT,-S,I <2(1 -cos l)q for Y = 3, 4. (4.7) 
By Lemma 3, we can write a,, = bjk -elk where bjk and cjk possess the 
properties indicated there. Then S, is the difference of two similar sums, 
one with b, and one with cjk. By Lemma 2, the first of these sums 
does not exceed in absolute value the quantity 
bjo+ l,kg+ 1 
II kl 
(j, + l)(k, + 1) ;:yO c c “‘j’ ‘OS kE ’ 
I >kn 
/=/,,+ I k=k”+ 1 
Hence, by (3.3) and (4.4), 
bjo+ 1,/q+ 1 1 
Is” ’ (j, + l)(k, + 1) sin(6/2) sin(s/2) G x2bjo+ I,kg+ I 
which tends to zero as 6,s 10 due to Lemma 3. The second part of S, is 
treated in the same way. Thus, 
S,-+O as 6,alO. (4.8 1 
To estimate S, and S,, we apply Lemma 3 again. As a result, S, and S7 
are also the difference of two similar sums, one with bjk and one with cjk, 
respectively. By Lemma 1, 
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Since {Ci=, (h,,/jk) : k = 1, 2, . ..} is a nonincreasing null sequence, we can 
apply Lemma 1 again to get 
’ bj ku + I i 
<CL 
,=,.Mo+ 1) Sup 
b, kc, + I coskE <n c +. 
ki>ko k=ko+ I j=) J 
Combining the last two inequalities and applying Lemma 3 give that 
which tends to zero as k, --t cc (or equivalently, E JO) due to (2.3). 
A similar estimate holds for the second part of S6. So, 
s, + 0 as 6, F. 10. (4.9) 
An analogous reasoning applies to S, and results that 
s, -+ 0 as 6, 610. (4.10) 
Combining (4.5))(4.10) yields (4.3) to be proved. 
Second, we will prove that 
Cl/al m 
f f. Qcosjdcoskn- C 1 Fcoskx 
,=, k=,jk 
= 0. 
/=I k=IJ 
Given 9 > 0, we 
This is possible 
follows 
choose n in such a way that for all 1 <jI <j, 
j$, k~,~coskn~<q if nbj,dj2. 
by Lemma 5. Then we decompose the sums 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
in (4.11) as 
(ni’ z + 2 f + T z)zcosjdcoskn 
,=I k=l ,=n k=l /=ja+l k=I 
= u, + u, + us, say; 
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and 
Clearly, 
v, - u, = c (1 -cosjS)kz, Zcoskz+O 
,=l 
as S JO provided n is fixed. By Lemma 5, series (3.2) converges regularly for 
x = rr, and consequently, each column x7= r (a,#) cos kn also converges 
(j= 1, 2, . ..). 
By Lemma 1 and (4.12), 
Iv,-u,I= f (I-cosjtY)ffcosknl 
j= ,t 
6(1 -cos 1) max 
<(l -cos l)r]. (4.14) 
Finally, we may assume that {uJk) is a nonincreasing null sequence 
(cf. Lemma 3). Then, by Lemma 2 and (4.4), 
cos jS cos kn 
u.io+ 1 I 1 <A- 
j, + 1 sin S/2 GnUjo+, 1 +O . 
(4.15) 
as j, + co (or equivalently, S JO). 
Putting (4.13)-(4.15) together gives (4.11) to be proved. 
Third, we can prove along the same lines that 
cos ks- 1 1 gcosjn 
,=I k=,Jk 
=O. (4.16) 
Collecting (4.2), (4.3), (4.1 l), and (4.16) completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We introduce a new sequence {bmn : VI, n = 0, 1, . ..} by 
b,,,= f i VkaJk. 
j=O k=O 
Then 
boo = +,,, dlobmo= -ta,,+ko3 
do,bon= --ta0,,+,, dllb,,=a,+,,.+, (m,n=O, 1, . ..). 
Thus, (2.10)-(2.12) imply that 
b mn +o as m+n+co, (5.1) 
.t, ~~ol~,~h,.,lln(man(m,n)+21~~. (5.2) 
We perform a double summation by parts in (1.3). As a result, we obtain 
that 
f(x, Y) = iL: f L,( cos mx - cos(m + l)x)(cos ny - cos(n + 1) y). 
m=O n=O 
Even the weaker assumption that (bm,,f is a null sequence of bounded 
variation is sufficient to do this. Hence 
f(x, y) 4 sin(x/2) sin(y/2) O” -zY 
XY XY 
Lo ,~ob~~sin(m+i)xsin(n+l)v 
and (2.14) is satisfied if and only if the sum of the series 
$, ~ob,,,sin(m+~)xsin(n+l)y 
f f bmn ( 
x Y = sin mx sin ny cos - cos - 
m=O n=O 2 2 
+ sin mx cos ny cos i sin : + cos mx sin ny sin r cos ; 
+ cos mx cos ny sin 5 sin f 
> 
=g1(x, Y)+g*(x, y)+g,b, y)+g‘& YL say, (5.3) 
is integrable on Q in the sense of improper Riemann integral. 
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jiyo h’ s!’ cn g,(x, Y)dx 4 exists ,= 
if and only if 
b,, sin mx sin ny dx dy exists. 
m=l n=l 
By (5.1) and (5.2), Theorem 1 applies and (5.4) follows from (2.10). 
Second, 
lim K I[ 
Li g,(x, Y) dx dy 
exists 
&El0 8 E 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
if and only if 
Ii- b,, sin mx cos ny sin f dx dy exists. (5.6) 
m=l n=O 
By single summation by parts, we get that 
f f’ b,, sin mx cos ny sin g 
m=l n=O 
A,, b,,) sin mx i cos ky sin ‘i 
k=O 
Hence the integral in (5.6) equals 
; m;, ,,f, (do, b,,) ‘OS m6 iCos m7-c (2 cos ; + cos;;l;f’“). 
We claim that the limit of this series exists as 6, E JO. To this effect, we 
show its absolute convergence, uniformly in 6 and E. In fact, by (5.1) and 
(5.2h 
= f f /A,,b,,( i I<, 
p=l n=O m=tm 
This proves ultimately (5.5). 
Third, the case of g,(x, y) can be treated in a similar way. 
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Fourth, by a double summation by parts, 
g‘d-? Y)’ f f (~I,~,,) $ cos jx sin x 
m=O n=O J=o 2 
It follows from this and (5.2) that the integral 
x 77. 
I?’ 
g&, Y 1 dx du exists 0 0 
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(5.7) 
in the sense of (absolute) Lebesgue integral. 
Combining (5.4), (5.5), and its symmetric counterpart for g,(x, y), (5.7) 
yields (2.14) to be proved. 
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